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Negative differential magnetization in ultrathin Fe on vicinal W„100…
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Magnetic hysteresis loops produced by ultrathin Fe films grown on stepped W~100! surfaces exhibit a region
of negative differential magnetization when switching between magnetically saturated states. This interesting
effect is explained by theoretical simulations based on a model Hamiltonian that includes both cubic and
in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, and incorporates antiferromagnetic coupling between nanodomains which may
result from a special growth condition used in the experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic thin films grown on vicinal surfaces exhibit
rich variety of hysteresis loops and thickness-dependen
orientation transitions as a result of interplay between surf
and step induced anisotropies.1–5 Néel’s6 pair-bonding model
and its extensions7 to specific epitaxial film systems@Fe/
W~100! and Co/Cu~111!# account for the primary effects o
surface and step anisotropy including the direction of p
ferred spin alignment and the step-density dependence o
switching fields.3 Numerical simulations based on phenom
enological uniform phase~single-domain! models8 have pro-
duced hysteresis loops similar to ones observed on
W~100!, for instance, and have also provided phase diagr
relating the loop shapes to the anisotropy parameters of
model Hamiltonian. Other systems manifest radically diff
ent behavior. For example, Fe sesquilayers on vic
W~110! ~Refs. 9–12! grow via a step-flow mode that pro
duces nanostripe arrays consisting of alternating monola
double layer~ML/DL ! stripes. These two-phase structur
manifest interesting magnetic behavior: a thickne
dependent reorientation transition driven by dipolar antif
romagnetic coupling between the DL nanodomains.

In this paper, we report observation of hysteresis loops
p(131) Fe films on vicinal W~100! that exhibit negative
differential magnetization~NDM!. The differential magnetic
susceptibility at a segment of negative slope is two order
magnitude larger than the total diamagnetism in the Meiss
effect of superconductors. A negative slope beyond
Meissner limit implies a local thermodynamic instability
the magnetic state, and cannot be explained within unifo
phase models according to a general argument to be
sented below. We show that a two-phase model with anti
romagnetic coupling can explain the instability, but that t
coupling for Fe/W~100! does not appear to be dipolar as
the case of the stripe domain structure of Fe/W~110!. While
exchange-coupled magnetic switching leading to nega
differential magnetization has been observed in multila
thin film systems, our observation of this phenomenon i
single-material ultrathin epitaxial film system is unique. T
model that we propose to explain this phenomenon is ba
on self-assembled structures formed at surface steps@similar
to those that have been reported on W~110!# that support
nanometer-scale coupled magnetic domains.
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II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 displays hysteresis loops measured from 2
monolayer-thickp(131) Fe on vicinal W~100!. The W~100!
surface was cleanedin situby repeated cycles of annealing
oxygen (1500 K/1026 torr) followed by flashing to 2500 K.
The Fe films were grown at;0.5 ML/min using an electron
beam heated pendent-drop source at pressures belo
310210 torr. The first ML was grown at a substrate tempe
ture of 500 K; subsequent layers were grown at;300 K.

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops measured using the longitudinal K
effect for 2.5-ML Fe films on a graded-step-density W~100! crystal.
Insets show film growth geometry and plane index/terrace a
number dependence on vicinal anglea. Loop at a54° does not
exhibit strong step induced perpendicular anisotropy observe
prior experiments~Refs. 5 and 13! and loops fora>6 exhibit nega-
tive differential magnetization.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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The growth substrate and films were characterized us
electron diffraction and Auger electron spectroscopy as
scribed in prior publications.1,5,13The longitudinal magneto
optic Kerr effect with s-polarized light, focused to a 50
micrometer-diameter spot, was used to measure
hysteresis loops. The sinusoidal applied magnetic field~1
Hz! was parallel to the steps. The primary difference in fi
growth parameters in the present experiments~which appears
to be responsible for the different behavior! was the orienta-
tion of the W~100! crystal in relation to the flux of Fe atom
(b;30°) during film growth~Fig. 1!. The intent was to use
the asymmetry in growth geometry to affect the local atom
coordination along the step edges. According to the N´el
pair-bonding model of step-induced anisotropy,7 it is the at-
oms at the steps that govern the anisotropy; therefore
magnetic behavior should be very sensitive to minor chan
in local atomic coordination at step edges.

The modified thin film growth geometry produces dr
matic differences in hysteresis loop behavior at large vici
angles. Loops measured ata50° and small vicinal angles
are identical to loops measured in prior experiments.1,3,5,13At
vicinal angles greater than 4°, however, major differen
are apparent: in prior experiments~film grown with normal
incidence flux! the step-induced anisotropy was observed
be very strong with a switching threshold atHs52100 Oe
@Fig. 1~a!, Ref. 13#; in Fig. 1 the switching threshold of th
4° vicinal angle film isHs5125 Oe. At 6.0° and 7.8° vici-
nal angles, the threshold is weakly negative, but nowh
near the threshold measured in prior experiments@Fig. 1~c!
Ref. 13# Hs52300 Oe ata57.1°.

Even more dramatic is the NDM seen in thea56.0° and
a57.8° loops. After reaching a local maximum as the t
drive field is increased, the magnetization drops essent
to zero, over a small field interval, before turning up aga
The differential magnetic susceptibility in this region can
estimated from the amount of drop relative to the satura
magnetization~which we assume to be similar to the bu
value! and from the width of the field interval. For thea
57.8° case, this yieldsdM/dH52264. This NDM effect is
much larger than the so-called total diamagnetism in
Meissner effect of superconductors (dM/dH521).

The abrupt decrease in magnetization as a function
increasing field indicates a change of spin configuration
produces a new local minimum of free energy. Phenome
logical models of magnetic anisotropy that allow out-o
plane magnetization14 are capable of producing inverte
loops and regions of weak NDM. However, we have n
observed~by polar-Kerr effect experiments! any evidence of
out-of-plane magnetization for 2–3-ML Fe on W~100!.
Therefore we believe that in-plane magnetization configu
tions are responsible for the different magnetic behav
shown in Fig. 1.

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL

NDM cannot be produced by a uniform phase model
in-plane spins. The free energy of a magnetic system ha
cubic and in-plane uniaxial anisotropy subjected to an
plied magnetic fieldh along thex axis can be writtenE
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5f(M)2hM where f describes all anisotropy energies an
2hM is the Zeeman energy. It is clear that, ash increases
from 2hmax to 1hmax, the magnetizationM, which mini-
mizes the free energy, must change monotonically.

Therefore we develop a two-phase model in which
system free energy is a function of two variables,u1 andu2
representing the spin orientation of adjacent magnetic n
odomains in relation to the applied magnetic field. This
also motivated by the fact that loops exhibiting NDM a
observed in coupled multilayer stacks.15 We postulate that
the nanodomains in our system are bound by step edge
proposed to qualitatively understand double magne
switching in the same thin-film system.13 The assumption of
coupled nanodomains is also consistent with the antife
magnetic configurations observed in magnetic nanowires
the Fe/W~110! system.9–12 However, in our system Fe
W~100!, the coupling mechanism does not appear to be
polar as explained later. The model Hamiltonian for the t
phase system is

H52h~cosu11cosu2!1a cos~u12u2!

2
K2

2
~cos 2u11cos 2u2!2

K4

2
~cos 4u11cos 4u2!,

~1!

whereK2 and K4 are twofold and fourfold anisotropy con
stants, anda is the coupling strength between the na
odomains. The fieldh is applied along the steps. The ea
axis can be either along the steps (K2.0) or perpendicular
to them (K2,0),16 and the coupling is allowed to be ferro
magnetic (a,0) or antiferromagnetic (a.0). A less general
form of the above model has been extensively analyzed
the cases withK250 or K450.17

Before discussing the hysteresis loops and the anisotr
phase diagram associated with this model, we examine
free-energy landscape of the Hamiltonian. Figure 2 displ
a two-dimensional contour plot of the Hamiltonian~for se-

FIG. 2. Potential-energy contour plot ath50 for K2 /K453 and
a/K458 as a function ofu1 andu2 that describe nanodomain mag
netization directions. Diamond shaped frame shows loci ofu1 , u2

corresponding toM50. Spin configuration trajectory~dotted line
with arrows! corresponds to a hysteresis loop with twoM50 con-
figurations and a region of NDM.
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NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL MAGNETIZATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174409 ~2003!
lecteda, K2 , K4) as a function of variablesu1 and u2 for
zero applied field (h50). Every allowed spin configuration
is represented by a pair of coordinates (u1 ,u2) and the mag-
netization averaged over the two domains is given byM
5 1

2 (cosu11cosu2). Specifically, (0,0) and (p,p) represent
saturated magnetization states of opposite polarity, and
diamond-shaped frame represents the loci ofu1 , u2 combi-
nations that yieldM50. The effect of an applied fieldh is to
modify the h50 contours by the Zeeman energ
2h(cosu11cosu2), which drives the evolution of the mag
netization state. The magnetization trajectory~dotted line
with arrows!, which will be discussed later, corresponds
specific values ofK2 /K4, anda/K4 that produce NDM over
a range of applied fieldh. Note that the trajectory describin
the system spin configuration begins atu15u25p ~saturated
state! and crosses theM50 line twice before reaching th
reversed magnetization stateu15u250. It is possible for the
system to produce a secondM50 state without duplicating
the spin configuration that produced a priorM50 state.

Our numerical simulation starts with the initial saturati
state u15u25p for large negativeh. The magnetization
evolves to follow the local minimum of the free energy ash
changes. Figure 3 displays a set of hysteresis loops gene
by a series of simulations. The loops are categorized acc
ing to their topology: they can exhibit no hysteresis~loop
O), a single loop~loops I) and double loops~loops II). The
loops are further characterized by a, b, c, d, e to per

FIG. 3. Calculated hysteresis loops for various combinations
parametera, K2, andK4. Loop topology designations O, I, II, an
subvariants a, b, c, d, e correspond to regions of the anisot
phase diagram displayed in Fig. 4.
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identifying them with regions of the phase diagram shown
Fig. 4. The phase diagram displays specific regions of an
tropy and coupling parameters that produce the various h
teresis loops. The axes of Fig. 4 are the interdomain coup
strength a and the uniaxial anisotropy strengthK2, both
scaled by the four-fold anisotropy constantK4. Solid lines in
Fig. 4 delineate major loop topologies, dotted lines divi
phases into some subvariants.

With ferromagnetic coupling (a,0), our model repro-
duces the uniform-phase results of prior work.8 With antifer-
romagnetic coupling (a.0), a number of new phases a
produced. The spin configurations corresponding to vari
regions of the anisotropy phase diagram can be unders
as follows: Region O: spins in the two nanodomains rot
reversibly and continuously according tou152u2; the free-
energy contour plots do not develop saddle points that
produce ‘‘jump’’ behavior apparent in loops from other r
gions of the hysteresis loop phase diagram. The condi
2K218K422a50 defines the separation between phase
and II. Note that phases I.a, I.b, II.a, and O have been
served in the uniform single-domain model.8 In this caseK2
was restricted toK2,0 corresponding to the experimental
observed uniaxial anisotropy in 2-ML Fe on W~100! perpen-
dicular to the steps. It is not surprising that these phases
also be produced in a two phase model withK2.0 which
also allows antiferromagnetic coupling because ifu152u2
~typical for antiferromagnetic coupling! the coupling form
becomesa cos(u12u2)5acos(2u1) which is equivalent to
uniaxial anisotropy perpendicular to the steps in the sin
phase model.

The^M &50 state~0,p) exists in phases I.e, I.d, II.c, II.d
and II.e, but does not exist in phases O, I.a, I.b, I.c, II.a, a
II.b. We designate the former set of phases antiferromagn
phases because a range of solutions in the drive-fi
dependent̂ M & evolves between states (p,p) and ~0,0) in-
cluding the^M &50 state (0,p). It is the combined effect of

f

py

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loop phase diagram for model Hamilton
Eq. ~1!. The parametera describes the ferromagnetic (a,0) or
antiferromagnetic (a.0) coupling between the two nanodoma
phases, andK2 describes the twofold anisotropy which favors(K2

,0) perpendicular- or (K2.0) parallel-to-step spin alignment. Th
parametersa andK2 are normalized toK4 the fourfold anisotropy
constant. Regions I.e and II.e of the phase diagram produce lo
that exhibit NDM.
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a suitably strong antiferromagnetic coupling (a/K4;7) and
positiveK2 (K2 /K4;3) that produce the potential contou
required for negative differential magnetization in the tw
phase model. Referring to Fig. 2, one can envision the e
lution in spin configuration space of the free-energy conto
ash varies from large negative to large positive values. T
evolution of ^M & ~dotted path with arrows! is governed by
the evolution of the local minima of the free energy. T
point at whichdM/dh becomes negative~regions I.e and
II.e) can be solved for analytically yielding (Md , hd): i.e.,

Md
25~28K42a2K2

2Aa212a~K2228K4!1~K2120K4!2!/~48K4!,

hd5~2a22K2!Md18K4~122Md
2!Md .

Md and hd increase when the coupling strengtha/K4 in-
creases and the anisotropyK2 /K4 decreases. Competitio
betweena and K2 in the region near (hd ,Md) produce a
potential-energy landscape that results in negative diffe
tial magnetization ash is varied.

Measured hysteresis loops from ultrathin Fe on W~100!
suggest that many of the regions of the phase diagram~Fig.
4! are accessible by suitable choice of sample prepara
parameters. Step-density-dependent studies1,3,5 of 2-ML
p(131) Fe on W~100! suggest that loops from this syste
progress from I.a to I.b to II.a of Fig. 4 (IV to III to II of Ref
8!, consistent witha,0, K2,0, and K2 becoming more
negative asa is increased. However, the evolution of loo
shape in Fig. 1 suggest a progression of hysteresis beha
from I.a to I.d to I.e in Fig. 4; this requiresa.0 and K2
.0 for the 2.5-ML Fe on W~100! grown at an oblique angle
Thus some combination of film thickness and growth geo
etry results in a different in-plane anisotropy.

IV. DISCUSSION

Important questions are open regarding the origin of a
ferromagnetic coupling and parallel-step anisotropy, wh
are required to explain the experimental data. The requ
parallel to-steps in-plane anisotropy is compatible with N´el
model predictions7 of a thickness-dependent in-plane reo
entation transition at about 3.5 ML’s in which the easy dire
tion changes from perpendicular to parallel to step ed
@although such a transition has not been confirmed by di
experimental observation for Fe on W~100!#. Also, the loops
~Fig. 1! at low vicinal angle (4.0°) do not exhibit the strikin
switching to ^M &50 at negative H associated with stron
perpendicular-to-step in-plane anisotropy. Thus, the requ
anisotropy is not unreasonable. For the present system, a
ys
J.
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postulated before, shadowing effects or other effects res
ing from the different growth geometry~with off-normal
flux! may weaken the magnetic coupling across the s
edges, forming one-dimensional domains defined by the
races. These terrace domains may be interrupted in the
gitudinal direction by thermal fluctuations, but their cohe
ence lengths are expected to be much longer than the te
width. We calculated the energy of dipolar interactions b
tween the Fe moments within such a domain, and found
anisotropy form in perfect agreement with theK2 term in Eq.
~1!. For a domain of monolayer thickness,K2512.5
31022 erg/cm2 for a four-atom wide strip andK2511.8
31022 erg/cm2 for a six-atom wide strip. The positive sign
indicate an easy direction parallel to the steps, satisfying
requirement for producing NDM. Quantitatively, ifK4
adopts the typical value;1022 erg/cm2 for a flat film,8 we
find that our parameterK2 /K4 is also not far from the range
required. On the other hand, dipolar interaction between
domains cannot produce antiferromagnetic coupling wh
the spins are fixed in the plane. This is in contrast with
case of Refs. 9–12, where spins are perpendicular to
surface. It is possible that nonmagnetic gaps may exist
tween the domains due to the different growth procedu
and indirect exchange interaction mediated by the gap
gions can be antiferromagnetic, just as magnetic layer sta
may be antiferromagnetically coupled through nonmagn
spacers.18 Further experimental work is needed to confir
this point; scanning tunneling microscope capability wou
be very useful in resolving the structural features of this s
tem.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed NDM accompanied by twoM50
states in hysteresis loops produced by thin Fe films on v
nal W~100!. This interesting behavior is explained by a tw
phase model that incorporates in-plane antiferromagn
coupling between step-governed nanodomains. The ant
romagnetic coupling appears to originate from an excha
rather than dipolar mechanism. With this nondipolar mec
nism, the different phenomena we have reported can
viewed as a single-film analog of the multilayer stack co
pling through nonmagnetic layers that is finding applicati
in GMR and other device structures.
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